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 “Whoosh …” 

As soon as the Golden Saber appeared, it instantly illuminated the sky with golden light. It was 

resplendent with holy light and auspicious signs. Even the surrounding black holes stopped operating 

one by one, showing a submissive attitude. 

 this … This … The saber is a late-stage two-star divine ancestor!?  

Upon seeing this, the great divine heavenly Kirin became extremely nervous. 

Originally, the enemy was only one minor realm higher than the great divine heavenly Qilin, so he still 

had some chance of winning. 

However, sacred ancestor black demon’s golden light was already two minor realms higher than the 

great divine heavenly Kylin’s. 

In such a situation, the great divine heavenly Kirin had no chance of winning. 

It wasn’t an overstatement to say that as long as sacred ancestor black demon used the power of the 

Golden Saber, he could kill the great divine heavenly Kylin without any hesitation. 

“Black Devil! Don’t be rash!” 

However, at this moment, xuandu’s divine ancestor tried to stop him.   the extreme scorching Sacred 

blade’s level is too high. It’s not easy to accumulate energy. I can’t waste it!  

It was obvious that the Golden battle saber, which was called the extreme scorching Saint saber, had 

reached the late-stage two-star divine ancestor realm. Every time it was activated, it would consume a 

portion of the energy of a late-stage two-star divine ancestor. 

This level of energy was an astronomical figure, even for the xuandu and black demon ancestors. 

Once it was used up, it would probably take a trillion years to accumulate it again. 

Moreover, from xuandu Saint ancestor’s excited expression, he could guess that the power of the 

extreme scorching Saint blade could only be used once. 

Therefore, it could only be used as a last resort, not to waste it casually. 

“No! I’m going to kill this beast!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon was very domineering. He was mad and hot-blooded, and he had no 

intention of obeying sacred ancestor xuandu. 

“Idiot! He hadn’t even gotten the one word Saint-Killing Curse! It’s not the time to use the extreme 

scorching Saint blade yet!” 
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 you’re courting death!  sacred ancestor xuandu roared. He teleported next to sacred ancestor black 

demon. 

“Big brother? What are you trying to do?” 

Sacred ancestor black demon was shocked. His face turned extremely ugly because he could clearly 

sense a cold killing intent from sacred ancestor xuandu. 

Xuandu’s divine ancestor was not a kind person. 

Back then, even his life-and-death friend, divine ancestor Broken Sky, had been mercilessly killed by him. 

It could be seen how heartless he was! Cold-blooded and cruel! 

Sacred ancestor black demon couldn’t help but feel nervous and even a little scared when he was 

enveloped by the killing intent of sacred ancestor xuandu. 

“Give me the knife!” 

The xuandu Saint ancestor said coldly. 

“I …” 

Sacred ancestor black demon was still a little hesitant. He hated the great divine heavenly Kirin so much 

that he didn’t want to give up just like that. 

“Hand it over!” 

“Don’t forget!” Xuandu’s divine ancestor shouted angrily. I stole the extremely fierce Saint blade from 

my father! I gave it to you, and now I want it back! You have no reason to refuse!” 

“O-okay …” 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s expression darkened as he handed the extreme scorching Sacred Blade 

to xuandu’s sacred ancestor. 

With sacred ancestor black demon’s temper, he wouldn’t even listen to the words of the heavens if he 

was angry. 

However, sacred ancestor black demon felt an unparalleled sense of gratitude for her brother. 

After all, when he was bullied when he was young, only his brother would stand up for him! When he 

was preparing to leave home, it was also his brother who did everything he could to help him. He even 

stole the extreme scorching Saint Sword from his father and gave it to him for self-defense! 

Although he had been completely demonized after he became an adult, he had never forgotten his 

brother’s kindness. 

After all, that was the only glory and beauty of his dark childhood. 

Therefore, he would be supercilious and would not listen to anyone. However, he would only obey his 

brother. 

“Swish!” 



Xuandu Saint ancestor put away his saber and said seriously, ” “Retreat to the back! I’ll take care of this 

Qilin!” 

“Alright …” 

Sacred ancestor black demon wasn’t convinced, but his Saint Origin Energy had been completely 

exhausted. If he continued fighting, he would lose soon. It was meaningless. 

For this reason, sacred ancestor black demon didn’t say anything and directly retreated in front of 

Tiandao. 

“Senior black Devil, are you alright?” 

Tiandao asked in a submissive manner, trying to show his concern. 

However, sacred ancestor black demon didn’t appreciate it at all. He immediately retorted,”Shut up! 

You piece of trash! Can’t you see that I’m very unhappy? Be careful or I’ll crush you to death!” 

“Hiss …” 

Tiandao sucked in a breath of cold air and quickly shut his mouth. 

However, the proud and arrogant sacred ancestor black demon didn’t even look at the heavenly Dao. 

This was why sacred ancestor black demon didn’t notice the dark light in Tiandao’s eyes. It was as if a 

huge conspiracy was brewing. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, in the sky, the xuandu divine ancestor had already released a terrifying tide of Saint 

origin power, which almost covered half of the space and flattened everything around it. The spearhead 

was pointed at the great divine heavenly Kylin. 

“Chi …” 

On the other side, the great sage heavenly Kylin didn’t dare to be slow. He activated the dark mucus and 

it condensed around him, forming a pair of huge black wings. 

Of course, they could also be seen as two shields. 

Under such circumstances, the great divine heaven Kylin didn’t intend to attack. It was only waiting for 

the xuandu divine ancestor’s attack to come. Then, the black wings would close in front of its body to 

resist the terrifying destructive power. 

“This old man will give you a chance to admit defeat! It’ll save us the effort!” 

The xuandu Saint ancestor had already gathered his power, but he didn’t attack immediately. 

“Although you’ve stolen the Black Devil’s special ability and your defensive power has soared, you’ll still 

need to consume a great amount of mental strength to activate this special ability. I’ll be able to exhaust 

you to death as long as I keep attacking!” You definitely won’t have the chance to get close to me and 

let me get infected by that dark mucus!” 



It was obvious that the xuandu divine ancestor was a wise and farsighted person. He had already seen 

the situation clearly while watching the battle from the side. 

Although the great divine heavenly Kirin was protected by the dark mucus and wouldn’t be severely 

injured or killed, it was still a very dangerous creature. 

However, in order to maintain the existence of the dark mucus, the great divine heavenly Kirin had to 

burn a large amount of spiritual power. 

Therefore, the xuandu divine ancestor only needed to launch long-range attacks to exhaust the mind 

power of the great divine heavenly unicorn and win the battle. 

This was definitely the most secure and least costly way to win. 

That was why xuandu’s Saint ancestor wanted to take the extreme scorching Saint blade by force to 

avoid wasting the precious energy in it. 

“You can attack! I will never admit defeat!” 

Hongsheng Ditian Lin had already made up his mind not to betray Chen Xiaobei. Even if he knew that he 

would lose, he would still buy Chen Xiaobei some time. 

“Idiot!” 

The xuandu Saint ancestor snorted in disdain.  “Since you’re looking for death! Then I’ll fulfill your wish!” 
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 “BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

The xuandu Saint ancestor didn’t waste time talking. He immediately activated his Saint Qi and crushed 

down on the great divine heavenly unicorn like a storm! 

The situation was similar to what both sides had expected. 

Under the protection of the dark mucus, the great divine heavenly Kirin was only slightly injured despite 

being forced back. 

However, the bigger problem was that the spiritual power of the great divine heavenly Kirin was being 

consumed by the second. 

If this went on, as long as its mind power was exhausted, the body of the great divine heavenly unicorn 

would be directly exposed to the xuandu divine ancestor. It would only take two or three rounds of 

bombarding to kill the great divine heavenly unicorn. 

“Big brother! Increase strength! Increase strength! Kill it! Help me kill it!” 

At the same time, sacred ancestor black demon was watching the battle from afar with great 

excitement. 

With his personality, he really wanted the great divine heavenly Kirin to be defeated immediately and 

then killed in the most brutal way. 
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“Lotus!” 

However, right at this moment, Tiandao secretly took out a lotus flower that was as red as fire! 

There was no mistake! 

This time, the Heaven’s Will didn’t activate the special ability of the heavenly Dao Divine Lotus’s Mark. 

This was because the special ability’s level was too low, far from enough to realize his calculations! 

“Shut your stinky mouth! Do you think you have the right to speak? Be careful or I’ll crush you to 

death!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon roared at this moment, almost making Tiandao wet his pants. 

However, due to his extreme arrogance, sacred ancestor black demon only roared and didn’t even look 

back. In fact, he didn’t even bother to look at the heavenly Dao. 

Right now, sacred ancestor black demon’s attention was completely focused on the battle. If he didn’t 

even turn around to look, he would be in a hopeless situation. 

“Kill me? You’ll never get the chance!” 

Tiandao’s face turned cold as he burned a huge amount of Saint Qi to activate the special ability of the 

fiery red Saint Lotus! 

“Whoosh …” 

The next moment, the sacred red-fire Lotus entered sacred ancestor black demon’s body from behind. 

 what are you doing?!  

Sacred ancestor black demon was instantly alarmed. When he turned around, he even raised his palm 

high, preparing to slap the heavenly Dao to death. 

However, his palm was raised in the air, but he couldn’t hit it down. 

“You … What method did you use! Why can you control my Saint Soul … This … How is this possible?” 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s pupils contracted uncontrollably, his heart thumped wildly, and his hair 

stood on end. 

Sacred ancestor black demon could clearly sense that the fiery-red sacred lotus had taken root and 

sprouted in his Saint Soul. 

On one hand, the roots were gradually absorbing the power of his Saint Soul and turning it into 

nourishment for the Saint Lotus. 

On the other hand, his Saint Soul was completely under control. The heavenly Dao could destroy his 

Saint Soul with a single thought. 

His life and death were already in the hands of the heavenly Dao. No matter how powerful he was, he 

was still a dog of the heavenly Dao. 

 what happened?!  



At this moment, the xuandu divine ancestor, who was fighting in the distance, could not only perfectly 

suppress the great divine heaven Kylin, but he could also sense the movement here and asked loudly. 

It was obvious that this was the huge difference brought about by the difference in personality. 

If the person standing next to Tiandao just now was xuandu’s divine ancestor, Tiandao would definitely 

not have dared to launch a sneak attack. 

This was because the xuandu divine ancestor was on high alert at all times. 

On the contrary, sacred ancestor black demon had finally paid the price of his life for his arrogance. 

“I’m … I’m fine!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon didn’t dare to say anything now. He could only respond with a casual 

sentence to avoid suspicion from xuandu’s sacred ancestor. 

“You’re tactful!” 

Tiandao grinned and said in a low voice, ”  now, I’ll give you a path of death and a path of life. What do 

you want to choose? ” 

“I want to live! Of course I want to live!” Sacred ancestor black demon’s face was filled with panic. 

This result was simply too ironic and too face-smacking. 

Sacred ancestor black demon had always looked down on the heavenly Dao. He had always been 

disdainful and said that he wanted to kill geniuses. 

But now, sacred ancestor black demon could only bend his knees and beg the heavenly Dao to let him 

live. 

In that instant, all of sacred ancestor black demon’s arrogance and pride were completely shattered. 

Even his dignity and bottom line as a human had been broken. 

This face slap was simply too loud. 

“Alright!” 

 hehe!  Tiandao sneered and said, ” find an opportunity to sneak attack xuandu!  

“No! No!” 

“I can’t kill my big brother!” Sacred ancestor black demon shook his head. I will never!” 

It was clear that even though sacred ancestor black demon had committed all sorts of sins and only had 

darkness in his heart, he had always kept a bright place in the depths of his heart for his brother, 

untainted by the darkness. 

“What’s the hurry?” 

Tiandao sneered, ” I didn’t ask you to kill him! You just need to make him lose his combat power! As 

long as you can do it, I promise that both of you can live!” 



 R-really?!  Sacred ancestor black demon wavered. 

If he had to choose between her and her brother, sacred ancestor black demon might choose to 

sacrifice her. 

However, the heavenly Dao had already seen through sacred ancestor black demon’s personality, so it 

had thrown out a bait that sacred ancestor black demon couldn’t resist. 

“Of course it’s true!” 

“I don’t care what method you use. As long as you can make xuandu’s Saint ancestor lose his combat 

power, I’ll guarantee that you’ll Live!” Tiandao raised his eyebrows. 

 but …  sacred ancestor black demon hesitated. He didn’t dare to believe the heavenly Dao so easily. 

“Stop hesitating!” 

Tiandao said indifferently, ” you guys are so powerful. To me, taking you in as my loyal dogs is the best 

choice! What good would it do me to kill you? Why should I harm others without benefiting myself?” 

 that … That’s true …  sacred ancestor black demon calmed himself down. 

After a moment of careful consideration, sacred ancestor black demon also agreed that he and his 

brother were of great value to the heavenly Dao. 

It could be seen that as long as they obediently listened to the heavenly Dao, the possibility of her and 

her brother surviving was still very high! 

“Good! I promise you!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s eyes narrowed as he fixed his gaze on xuandu’s sacred ancestor, who 

was fighting in the distance. 

Then, he took out a black talisman from his storage space. 

“What is this?” 

Tiandao asked curiously. 

“The dark devouring Saint talisman!” Sacred ancestor black demon whispered. This is a special ability 

talisman that I created using the mysterious dark mucus! Anyone below the three-star divine ancestor 

level will be burned out of their Saint Origin Energy and spiritual energy as soon as they are hit!” 

“Good stuff!” 

Tiandao grinned and said,”you only need to use one talisman!” Give me the entire storage space!” 

 O … Okay …  ten thousand alpacas whistled through sacred ancestor black demon’s heart. He wanted 

nothing more than to skin the heavenly Dao alive! 

However, sacred ancestor black demon had no other choice. He could only obediently hand over the 

storage space. 

“What the f * ck! There’s quite a lot of good stuff!” 



Tiandao took the storage space, and as soon as he peeked inside, he revealed a look of ecstasy. 
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The heavenly Dao was ecstatic. Sacred ancestor black demon’s interspatial dimension was like a giant 

Treasury. It contained a vast amount of energy and resources, including many rare sacred ancestor-level 

resources! 

To the heavenly Dao, this was definitely a huge surprise. 

Of course, thinking about it carefully, this was not strange at all. 

Don’t forget, the greatest advantage of the profound Sage clan was that they could find opportunities 

that could help them at any time. 

Even though not every place had opportunities that could help them. 

However, as long as one had enough time and had been there for a long time, one could naturally 

discover more opportunities than ordinary people. 

Sacred ancestor black demon had lived in the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield for billions of years. 

The opportunities he had obtained were uncountable. Adding on the things he had plundered from 

others, it was completely reasonable for him to have such a storage space. 

In fact, the reason why the profound Sage clan could become one of the strongest clans among the nine 

Supreme divine ancestor clans was precisely because of this innate ability. 

In the same way, xuandu’s divine ancestor’s storage space would definitely have an extremely rich 

reserve of resources. 

Just thinking about it made Tiandao impatient. He urged, ” “Hurry up! Control the xuandu Saint 

ancestor! Both of you can live!” 

 O … Okay …  sacred ancestor black demon had made up his mind. 

He slowly rose into the air and approached the xuandu divine ancestor. 

“What a pity …” 

As soon as sacred ancestor black demon left, Tiandao revealed a sinister and despicable sneer. 

“Unfortunately, I only have one red crossing Holy Lotus!” He said indifferently. Therefore, between black 

Devil and xuandu, one must die!” 

It was obvious that after the heavenly Dao had lost its embryo membrane, its heart origin ability had 

greatly deteriorated. The heavenly Dao Divine Lotus ability it could use had also been greatly reduced in 

level, and it was not enough to control the two-star divine ancestor. 

And that Crimson Holy Lotus just now wasn’t an illusion. It was a real existence, a Holy ancestral-level 

Holy Lotus called Chidu! 
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In fact, the heavenly Dao’s sacred lotus mark was a special ability derived from the pollen of the red 

crossing sacred lotus. 

In other words, the heavenly Dao’s special ability should not be called the heavenly Dao Saint Lotus 

mark, but the red crossing Saint Lotus mark. 

Just now, in order to control sacred ancestor black demon, Tiandao had burned a huge amount of mind 

power to activate the abilities of the sacred Red Lotus. 

The level of this special ability was about that of a mid-stage two-star divine ancestor, which was just 

enough to control sacred ancestor black demon. 

At this moment, sacred ancestor black demon had already launched a sneak attack on the xuandu 

sacred ancestor. Once he succeeded, the xuandu sacred ancestor would lose his ability to fight. 

At that time, there would only be one red Holy Lotus. Between black demon and xuandu, only one could 

be controlled. This meant that only one of them would survive. 

After all, they were too powerful. The heavenly Dao would never trust them one hundred percent. 

The person who couldn’t be controlled had to die. 

It was clear that the heavenly Dao had deceived sacred ancestor black demon. However, this was the 

nature of the heavenly Dao. It was sinister, despicable, two-faced, and ruthless! 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

On the other side, the Saint ancestor of xuandu was still suppressing the great divine heavenly Kylin with 

firepower. 

Judging from the state of the Great divine heavenly Kirin, his spiritual power could be exhausted at any 

time. 

“Master … If you don’t come out … I won’t be able to hold on any longer …” 

The great divine heavenly Kirin was crushed in the void by the seemingly endless Saint elemental energy, 

unable to move at all. 

To put it bluntly, the great divine heavenly Kirin was like a sandbag. It could only take a beating without 

any chance to fight back. 

At first, the great divine di Tianlin wanted to find an opportunity to let xuandu Saint ancestor be stained 

with the dark mucus. 

However, at this moment, the great divine heavenly Kylin realized that he had underestimated the 

xuandu divine ancestor. 

This old man was very cautious. From the beginning to the end, he had used his powerful Saint Origin 

Energy to suppress the great divine heavenly Qilin. He had never come close to it, nor would he give the 

great divine heavenly Qilin any chance to breathe. 

In such a situation, the great divine heavenly Kirin had no chance to launch a sneak attack. 



If he used the dark mucus to attack, xuandu divine ancestor could easily Dodge it with his speed. In the 

end, it would just be a waste of the great divine heavenly unicorn’s own mind power. 

Because of that, the divine unicorn only had one thought in his mind, and that was for Chen Xiaobei to 

come out as soon as possible. 

Other than Chen Xiaobei, there was no one else who could break out of this dead end. 

“This old master can see that you’re already on the verge of dying! The next attack will completely crush 

you!” 

The xuandu divine ancestor stopped attacking. 

Just like charging, he pushed his Saint Origin Energy to the limit, causing the Saint Origin Energy that 

enveloped the space to expand even more. 

Obviously, the xuandu divine ancestor’s judgment was correct. The great divine heavenly unicorn had 

indeed reached its limit. This wave of pressure from the xuandu divine ancestor was enough to 

completely destroy the great divine heavenly unicorn’s spiritual power! 

“I’m finished …” 

When the great divine heavenly Kirin saw this, he couldn’t help but feel despair. His battle intent 

dissipated, and he was even prepared to die. 

“Big brother! Leave the final blow to me!” 

However, at this moment, sacred ancestor black demon flew to xuandu’s side. 

“That’s unnecessary!” 

The xuandu divine ancestor was a little unhappy, but he knew his brother’s temper very well. 

In xuandu’s opinion, the black demon Sacred ancestor must still hold a grudge against the great divine 

heavenly unicorn and wanted to torture it at the last moment. 

This was not a big deal. 

“Alright, I’ll let you do it!” Xuandu’s divine ancestor nodded. 

After saying that, xuandu’s divine ancestor retracted the terrifying wave of Saint origin power he had 

just released. He put his hands behind his back and looked like he was watching a show. 

“Swish!” 

However, just as xuandu’s divine ancestor retracted his Saint origin power and relaxed … 

Sacred ancestor black demon suddenly took out the dark Saint devouring talisman he had prepared. 

“Whoosh …” 

The light of his special ability suddenly soared. 



Due to the close distance and the fact that xuandu divine ancestor was caught off guard, he was directly 

enveloped by the light. 

“What are you doing? Why are you attacking me? Are you crazy?” 

Sacred ancestor xuandu had never imagined that he would be ambushed by sacred ancestor black 

demon. 

“Big brother! Don’t blame me! This is the only way we can survive! Otherwise, I’ll be dead!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon sighed, his heart filled with guilt. 

Xuandu’s Saint ancestor didn’t know what had happened and angrily rebuked, ” “What the hell are you 

saying? Hurry up and remove this talisman’s special ability! Otherwise, my Saint Qi and spiritual energy 

will be exhausted very quickly! Hurry up!” 

 what’s going on?!  

Seeing this, the great divine heavenly Kirin was dumbfounded, ” “Dogs biting dogs? Infighting? Are you 

crazy?” 
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4494 Whoever runs is a dog! 

The sudden change in the situation surprised the great divine heavenly Kirin. It was already at the end of 

its rope and was worried that it would not be able to buy more time for Chen Xiaobei. 

However, he did not expect that the enemy would have internal strife. 

This was equivalent to saving the life of the great divine di Tianlin. 

At the same time, it would also buy Chen Xiaobei more precious time. 

“Idiot! Are you crazy? If you don’t cancel my ability, I’ll … I’ll … Uh …” 

At the same time, the xuandu divine ancestor’s Saint origin power seemed to have been completely 

exhausted. Before he could finish speaking, he lost the ability to fly and fell directly to the void. 

“Swish!” 

At the same time, Tiandao flew over and stepped on xuandu’s Saint ancestor’s face. 

Tiandao looked down at the xuandu divine ancestor as if he was looking at a lamb waiting to be 

slaughtered. His eyes were filled with a cold and sinister smile. 

 you’re the one behind this!?  

Xuandu’s divine ancestor wasn’t stupid, and he immediately guessed that the heavenly Dao was behind 

sacred ancestor black demon’s sudden attack. 

“That’s right! It’s my scheme!” 
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The heavenly Dao didn’t hide it at all. From the beginning, you all treated me as an ant. Once I lost my 

value, you all would kill me without hesitation! If I didn’t plot against you, do you think I’d just wait for 

death like an idiot?” 

“Damn it!” 

Xuandu Saint ancestor gritted his teeth in anger, and his veins bulged.  “It’s all that idiot Black Devil’s 

fault! I’ve already told him countless times not to underestimate the enemy! He couldn’t be careless! 

But he just didn’t listen! This part-time job is extremely stupid!” 

“You’re right!” 

The heavenly Dao laughed.  black demon is indeed very stupid. If you were standing in front of me just 

now, I wouldn’t have dared to launch a sneak attack on you even if I had ten thousand guts!  However, 

what’s the point of talking about this now that the overall situation has been decided?” 

 …  xuandu divine ancestor was speechless. 

Just as the heavenly Dao said, the winner was King and the loser was vilified. Since the overall situation 

had already been decided, it was just nonsense to argue about who was right and who was wrong, who 

was smart and who was stupid. 

“Big brother, don’t worry! The heavenly Dao promised not to kill us!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon shouted, trying to calm xuandu’s heart. 

However, xuandu’s divine ancestor just shook his head slowly and sighed.   you’re really too stupid … 

You’ve been in the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield for so many years. Haven’t you learned that you 

must never trust anyone no matter when or where!!!  

 this …  sacred ancestor black demon’s expression froze. 

Of course, he knew that the law of survival in the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield was the law of the 

jungle, killing and plundering! Therefore, in order to survive, anyone would try to deceive and scheme 

against each other! He could not trust anyone completely! 

“Senior xuandu, you’re a wise man.” 

 of course!  Tiandao smiled indifferently and said, ” only one of you can live!  

“What?” 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s face contorted in anger. 

He roared hysterically,”heavenly Dao!!!” Why did you lie to me? Why did you lie to me? You are a 

despicable and shameless person!” 

“Don’t be so childish, okay? All’s fair in war. If I didn’t plot against you, would you have let me live?” 

Tiandao smiled coldly, his eyes filled with indifference. 

“Swish!” 

At the same time, the heavenly Dao directly seized the xuandu divine ancestor’s storage space. 



From this second onwards, Tiandao already completely grasped all the initiative. 

The heavenly Dao could kill sacred ancestor black demon with a single thought. 

The many treasures in the two storage spaces could allow Tiandao to easily kill xuandu’s Saint ancestor, 

who had exhausted his Saint origin power and mind power. 

It could be said that the life and death of these two divine ancestors were in the hands of the heavenly 

Dao. 

“Tell me, who will live and who will die?” 

Tiandao narrowed his eyes and sneered.  it’s not that I’m deliberately making things difficult for you. The 

main reason is that I can only control one of you. The one who can’t be controlled must die!  

Xuandu and black demon fell into great despair when they heard this. 

Although they had not been in contact with the heavenly Dao for long, they had already experienced its 

means. 

They were very clear that the heavenly Dao would definitely keep its word and would not give them any 

chance to bargain. One of them must die! 

“Let me die!” 

After a moment of stalemate, sacred ancestor black demon stood up and said in a deep voice,”It’s all my 

fault for being stupid to cause this situation! I’m willing to use my life to exchange for my brother’s!” 

As he spoke, sacred ancestor black demon flew back and knelt in front of Tiandao, waiting for death. 

It was clear that his brother held a Supreme and irreplaceable position in sacred ancestor black demon’s 

heart. He was willing to do anything for his brother, even give up his life. 

“What do you say?” 

Tiandao looked at xuandu’s divine ancestor with interest. 

“I …” 

The xuandu Saint ancestor’s eyes narrowed, and his expression became extremely complicated. 

However, he didn’t say anything. 

“Swish!” 

On the other side, a figure suddenly appeared in the void. 

“Master? You’ve finally come out!” 

The great sage di Tianlin hurriedly flew over. 

That’s right! 

This figure was Chen Xiaobei, who had disappeared for a long time! 

“Heavenly Qilin? How did you end up like this?” 



Chen Xiaobei was stunned. He almost did not recognize the great divine heavenly Kirin, who was 

covered in dark mucus. 

“Whoosh …” 

After seeing Chen Xiaobei, Hongsheng ditianlin could finally breathe a sigh of relief and dispelled his 

special ability. 

The black sticky liquid dissipated from its body and condensed back into sacred ancestor black demon’s 

special ability. 

 is this the origin of special abilities? ” 

Chen Xiaobei also had the black hole origin ability, so he could sense the nature of the dark origin. 

“Yes! I just took it from sacred ancestor black demon …” 

The great sage di Tianlin nodded and sighed, ” “The ability of this dark mucus is very powerful, but it 

consumes too much mental strength … If you had come any later, my mental strength would have been 

completely exhausted …” 

“Give me this essence. I have enough spiritual power to use it. ” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Alright!” 

 yes, master!  the divine heavenly Kirin nodded and handed the dark special ability source to Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Then, he impatiently asked,”master, where did you go just now?” Have your thoughts come true? Were 

they confident in defeating the enemy? You definitely wouldn’t have thought that the enemy had a late-

stage two-star divine ancestor saber!” 

“Late-stage two-star divine ancestor?  got it …  Chen Xiaobei’s face was calm. 

“Can you do it? If we really can’t, we’ll just find a chance to escape!” Hongsheng Tianlin was very 

worried and cautious. He did not want Chen Xiaobei to take any risks. 

 Chen Xiaobei!!!  

On the other side, the wielder of the will had also seen Chen Xiaobei and roared, ” “You’re really here! 

Today, let’s put an end to this once and for all!” 

“Good! I’ll end this with you!” Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Whoever runs is a dog!” 
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4495 Seeing the number one of The Holy Road again! 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei and the heavenly axiom had become mortal enemies. They had to end 

this once and for all, or else the battle between them would never end. 
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Right now, the heavenly axiom and Chen Xiaobei had their trump cards in their hands. Their fighting 

spirit was at an unprecedented level. They wanted to get rid of their opponent here and now! 

“Black Devil!” 

Tiandao’s gaze turned intent, and he said in a cold voice, ” “Since you’re determined to die, why don’t 

you die for a more valuable reason? Help me talk to Chen Xiaobei! In fact, I’m also helping your brother 

eliminate the threat! Do you understand what I mean?” 

“I understand!” 

“I’m going to risk my life!” Sacred ancestor black demon shouted. You must treat my brother well! 

Otherwise, I won’t let you go even if I become a ghost!” 

After that, black demon’s Saint ancestor turned around and charged toward Chen Xiaobei. 

 that guy in black is Chen Xiaobei? ” 

 a mere Peak Eight-star divine ancestor? ” the xuandu divine ancestor frowned.  he’s just a piece of trash 

like an ant. Do you think he’s worthy of the Black Devil risking his life? ” 

“You don’t understand!” 

Tiandao shook his head, his gaze cold and his tone solemn.  “Chen Xiaobei is more cunning than a Fox, a 

smart man! Since he dared to stand here, it meant that he had a trump card to stand here! Those who 

underestimate him never have a good ending!” 

 this …  xuandu’s divine ancestor was stunned. The way he looked at Chen Xiaobei changed. 

“Black Devil! We can’t be careless this time!” Xuandu Saint ancestor shouted with all his might. 

At a distance. 

“You little brat! Accept your death!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon pounced on Chen Xiaobei, and a vast amount of divine vitality descended 

from the sky! 

This time, the black demon’s forefather had really restrained his arrogance. He did not underestimate 

Chen Xiaobei at all and used his most powerful attack. 

In fact, sacred ancestor black demon’s Saint origin power had already been consumed by the great 

divine heavenly Kirin. There was not much left. 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s Saint Origin Energy would be completely exhausted after this attack. 

Therefore, sacred ancestor black demon was going to use all his power to test Chen Xiaobei’s strength 

so that the heavenly Dao could be prepared. 

Know yourself and know your enemy, and you will never lose a hundred battles! 

From another point of view, this was also sacred ancestor black demon doing his best to protect his 

brother. 



“Master! I can’t block this attack!” 

At the same time, the great divine heavenly Kirin let out a panicked warning. 

It was clear that sacred ancestor black demon’s cultivation base was one minor realm higher than the 

great divine heavenly Qilin’s. At this moment, the great divine heavenly Qilin’s mind power was almost 

exhausted, and it could no longer use its special ability to increase its defense. 

Therefore, sacred ancestor black demon’s attack had rendered the great divine heavenly Kylin 

completely helpless. 

Whether they lived or died, it all depended on Chen Xiaobei’s performance! 

“Just hide behind me.” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was still calm. 

“Clang!!!” 

In the next moment, a shocking sword cry suddenly reverberated through the entire space. 

The sound was like a thunderclap, but also like a Dragon’s Roar! 

In an instant, everyone present was shocked. They even felt that their eardrums were about to burst! 

His body was shaking uncontrollably! 

 ah … What a terrifying sound wave!!!  

Nearby, sacred ancestor black demon’s face contorted in shock. He was so dazed that his mind was on 

the verge of collapse. 

“Woof!” 

In the distance, Tiandao hurriedly took out the extreme scorching Saint blade. 

He held the handle tightly with both hands and relied on the spirituality and pressure of the saber to 

barely resist the terrifying sword howl. 

Fortunately, he had the extreme scorching Saint saber. Otherwise, the Saint Soul of Tiandao would have 

been annihilated by the sword howl. 

 what … What is that!?  

Tiandao’s hands were trembling, and he could not even hold his saber firmly. 

“It’s a sword! The first sword of The Holy Road!” 

Xuandu Saint ancestor swallowed and said in horror, ” “I’ve never seen a sword with such a terrifying 

aura! I’ve never even heard of it!” 

Obviously, the xuandu divine ancestor was the most knowledgeable and experienced among them. 

With his identity and status, he might not have seen the strongest sword, but he must have heard of it. 

And now, he actually gave an evaluation of the number one sword of The Holy Road! 



It was obvious what kind of terrifying existence was behind that sword howl! 

“Fix!” 

The next moment, a blood-red sword shadow appeared in Chen Xiaobei’s palm. 

The sword shadow grew from small to large, and finally settled into the shape of a three-foot long 

sword. 

The sword was blood-red in color and its texture was like jade. It had Thunder, Dragon, void, law, and 

chaos runes! 

It could be said to be infinitely profound and rare! 

At least, at this moment, no one on the scene had seen or even heard of a similar longsword. 

It was extremely shocking! They were extremely terrified! Incomparable respect! 

“It’s too scary …” 

Sacred ancestor black demon gasped.”I … I’m not seeing things, am I? I can actually feel the aura of a 

Supreme divine ancestor from that blood-red sword!” 

The great divine di Tianlin swallowed his saliva and said nervously, ” “That’s not an illusion … I … I felt it 

too!” He said. 

In the distance, the xuandu Saint ancestor was dumbfounded.  “And it’s not just the aura of a single 

Supreme divine ancestor! It’s the auras of all nine of the sacred ancestors!” 

 how … How is this possible?!  Hearing the words of the three people in front of him, Tiandao was scared 

silly. Dumbfounded, his scalp tingled, his heart thumped wildly, and he broke out in a cold sweat! 

Just a moment ago, the heavenly axiom had vowed to end its relationship with Chen Xiaobei! Whoever 

runs is a dog! 

At that moment, Tiandao was a little scared. He was so nervous that he wanted to find a chance to 

escape. He did not dare to fight Chen Xiaobei head-on. More accurately, he did not dare to fight the 

blood-red sword in Chen Xiaobei’s hand. 

“You don’t need to be too anxious!” 

However, at this moment, the xuandu divine ancestor comforted him, ” “The sword in Chen Xiaobei’s 

hand is terrifying! However, the more terrifying it is, the less you need to worry! That’s because they 

don’t have the energy to activate the holy sword’s power!” 

“Right! You’re right!” 

“Chen Xiaobei is just bluffing!” Tiandao said. I know very well how poor he is. It’s absolutely impossible 

for him to have the energy of a two-star divine ancestor! In the entire sacred ancestor ancient 

battlefield, there was no energy of this level for him to use! He had the holy sword, but he could not 

activate it! We don’t need to be afraid!” 

At this point, Tiandao was instantly incomparably excited, once again seeing the dawn of victory. 



On the other side, sacred ancestor black demon’s attack was already on top of Chen Xiaobei’s head. If he 

did not block it now, Chen Xiaobei and the divine heavenly Kirin would both be killed. 

“You’re right, I don’t have the energy to activate the power!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s lips curled up and he said, ”  however, I have enough spiritual power to activate the 

chaos Blood sword’s special ability!  

Everyone was shocked by his words! 
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4496 Chaotic great void! 

“Special ability? That’s impossible! A magic treasure’s special ability can only be activated by Saint Qi, 

how can it be activated by the master’s spiritual energy?” 

No one believed Chen Xiaobei’s words. 

At the same time, sacred ancestor black demon’s Saint Vital energy had already enveloped Chen 

Xiaobei’s head. It would kill Chen Xiaobei and the divine heavenly Kirin in the next moment. 

 myriad DAOs-chaos great void!!!  

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei swung his sword, and the power of his special ability burst out. 

Wherever the blood-red sword edge passed, the void was directly cut open, leaving a huge chasm that 

ran through the sky and earth. 

The vast and profound space laws transformed into billions of dark golden symbols and formed 

countless nomological chains, intertwining to form a net-like sealed space. 

“Whoosh …” 

A moment later, sacred ancestor black demon’s Saint Qi was twisted into a vortex by an invisible force 

and sucked into the sealed space. 

The exterior of this space was blurry, dark, and profound, and one could not see the slightest mystery! 

And inside this space, there was a space that was almost infinite, just like the rift in the great void! 

It was as if it could swallow mountains and rivers, and in an instant, it completely devoured the power of 

sacred ancestor black demon’s two-star mid-stage sacred ancestor Saint origin! 

This way, all the attacks were nullified, and Chen Xiaobei and the great divine heavenly Kirin were 

unscathed! 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Seeing this scene, everyone present was shocked and couldn’t believe their eyes. 

“Did that kid really activate the special ability of his magic treasure? This is impossible! I’ve never heard 

of such a thing in my life!” 
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The xuandu Saint ancestor was dumbfounded. 

It was as if he had seen a ghost. It could not be explained with common sense. It had completely 

subverted his three views of the world and even made him start to doubt life. 

“This isn’t the most terrifying thing!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s pupils shrank, and his eyes trembled.”It can devour all of my Saint Qi! 

The level of that special ability was at least two star divine ancestor level! But that brat is only a mere 

Saint Emperor, how could he have enough spiritual force?” 

At this moment, the black demon divine ancestor and the xuandu divine ancestor’s expressions were 

exactly the same. They were both shocked and their scalps went numb. 

“Detestable!” 

Tiandao narrowed his eyes, but he was faster than the two divine ancestors to see the mystery. 

 yes!  he said, ” Chen Xiaobei swallowed my heaven and earth membrane and used my Saint soul’s heart 

origin mark to give birth to his own heart origin ability! Furthermore, he had also raised his heart origin 

ability to the level of a two-star divine ancestor! How did he manage to do it in such a short time?” 

It was clear that the heavenly Dao’s speculation was completely correct. 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei was able to activate his two-star divine ancestor level power was because 

of the unique heart Yuan power of the yuan Sage Tribe. 

However, the heavenly axiom could not imagine how Chen Xiaobei managed to upgrade his heart origin 

ability to two-star divine ancestor level. This was completely impossible! 

Don’t forget that the heavenly Dao had consumed all the resources and energy of a million divine 

emperors to upgrade the sacred soul world to the early stage of a one-star divine ancestor. To upgrade 

it to the level of a two-star divine ancestor, it would require trillions of times the investment! 

Where did Chen Xiaobei find so many resources and energy? 

This was absolutely impossible! 

At the thought of this, Tiandao was the same. His three views were shattered, and he began to doubt his 

life. 

She could not imagine how high-end Chen Xiaobei was. 

Of course, there was another point that the heavenly Dao could not figure out. 

Why was Chen Xiaobei able to use his mental power to activate the magical treasure’s special ability? 

This was simply cheating! Cheat! This was unreasonable! 

 m-master … How did you do it?!  

Hongsheng Ditian Qilin was also looking at Chen Xiaobei with a dumbfounded look on his face. He could 

not think of a reason no matter how hard he racked his brain. 



“Because of that statue!” 

Chen Xiaobei then explained what he had done. 

Chen Xiaobei’s bold idea was to devour the myriad DAOs divine ancestor’s statue! 

One had to know that this statue was not an ordinary stone. 

The material it was made of was at the level of a three star divine ancestor. 

The important thing was that the statue contained the information that the ancestor of all Dao wanted 

to convey, as well as two mysterious powers. 

Therefore, the statue itself had been enhanced by the Saint Origin Energy of the ancestor of all DAOs, 

and even had a seal mark of the ancestor of all DAOs. 

Because of this, other than those who cultivated the one word Holy extermination curse, no one in the 

entire holy ancestor ancient battlefield could see through the mystery of this statue. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei decided to devour the statue. 

However, when he was devouring it, Chen Xiaobei realized that the statue’s level was too high. If he 

were to swallow it all, he might explode the Saint Soul. 

So, Chen Xiaobei divided the statue into nine parts and only consumed one. 

As for the remaining eight portions, they were all sent into his body through another method. 

This special method was the mysterious refinement of the chaos Green Lotus. 

Originally, the fusion of the chaos Green Lotus and the chaos Green Lotus would only require a huge 

amount of energy or resources to create a brand new weapon for Chen Xiaobei. 

At this moment, the remaining eight-ninth of the statue could be used as a resource. 

Thus, the chaos Green Lotus refined it and created a new chaos Blood Sword. 

In addition to the huge change in appearance and aura, he had also derived an extremely heaven-

defying special ability. 

It was the technique that Chen Xiaobei had just used, ten thousand DAOs-chaos void! 

This special ability was combined with the seal of the ancestor of all DAOs, and it could devour and seal 

everything! 

Of course, everything here had a level limit. 

At this moment, the 10000 Dao chaos great void was at the level of a two-star divine ancestor. With the 

Supreme support of the ancestor of 10000 Dao, everything within the level of a two-star divine ancestor 

could be directly devoured. 

In other words, everything below the three-star divine ancestor could be directly devoured by the 10000 

chaotic DAOs and sealed inside. 



In fact, the new chaos Blood Sword had already reached the peak of a two-star divine ancestor. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s mental power was only at the early phase of two-star divine ancestor, so he 

could only use the same level of special ability. 

Of course, this was already enough! 

As for why Chen Xiaobei could use his mental power to activate the magical treasure’s special ability … 

It was because Chen Xiaobei had devoured one-ninth of the statue, and it resonated with the chaos 

Blood sword’s origin. 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei had been nurturing the sword in his body since the beginning. 

The chaos Blood Sword was like a part of Chen Xiaobei’s body, and it had long resonated with his blood 

and Qi. 

Thus, under the double support of the resonance of origin and the resonance of blood and Qi … 

Chen Xiaobei and the chaos Blood Sword had a special effect of life-linking and their special abilities 

were linked! 
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4497 A great reversal! 

Life-bound interaction, ability compatibility! 

This special effect was exactly what the heavenly Dao saw as an unreasonable existence with a cheater 

left arm! 

Simply put, Chen Xiaobei could use his mental power to activate the chaos Blood sword’s special ability, 

and the chaos Blood Sword could use its Saint Qi to activate Chen Xiaobei’s special ability! 

If the chaos Blood Sword contained a portion of two-star divine ancestor level energy, it could directly 

activate the two-star divine ancestor level origin black hole, the two-star divine ancestor level Mo Sha’s 

possession, the two-star divine ancestor level traceless snow, and so on. 

As long as it was Chen Xiaobei’s special ability, the chaos Blood Sword could burn its energy to cast it! 

This was extremely terrifying! 

“Aeon, chaotic great void!” 

While everyone was still in shock, Chen Xiaobei activated his special ability again. 

The target of this seal was none other than sacred ancestor black demon! 

“H-how is this possible? How could he still have enough mental power to activate his ability a second 

time? This is absolutely impossible!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s pupils shrank to the size of needle tips, and cold sweat instantly 

drenched his back. 
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It was clear that sacred ancestor black demon hadn’t heard Tiandao’s previous speculation. 

Chen Xiaobei’s heart element ability had reached the level of a two star divine ancestor. 

After all, the heart Yuan special ability was the most powerful special ability of the yuan Sage Race. 

In other words, as long as Chen Xiaobei did not activate the three-star divine ancestor’s special ability, 

his mental power would be endless. 

Chen Xiaobei could activate the two-star divine ancestor’s early stage ability as many times as he 

wanted. 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, the chaotic great void opened again, swallowing and sealing sacred ancestor black 

demon with its immense power. 

Of course, sacred ancestor black demon had used up all his Saint origin power, and his storage space 

had been taken by the heavenly Dao. He had no way to fight back, and there was no way out except to 

be sealed. 

“We’re finished! We’re completely finished …” 

Seeing this, xuandu’s divine ancestor let out a desperate wail.  “Our strongest trump card is the extreme 

scorching Saint blade! That brat’s ability could directly devour the power of the extreme scorching Saint 

blade … He was already invincible! We’ll definitely lose …” 

Obviously, in xuandu divine ancestor’s opinion, neither he nor Tiandao had a three-star divine ancestor-

level trump card. 

In such a situation, the chaotic great void was an invincible existence. 

No matter what trump card the heavenly Dao played, the chaotic great void could take it all in and seal 

it completely. 

The defeat of the heavenly Dao was only a matter of time! 

“Ha, who told you that we’re going to lose?” 

However, at this moment, Tiandao revealed a cold and sinister smile and said confidently, ” “Have you 

forgotten my initial plan?” 

 your initial plan?!  

Xuandu Saint ancestor was dazed for a moment before he suddenly realized.  “I remember now! You’ve 

done something to the embryo membrane of heaven and earth! Chen Xiaobei has fallen into your trap 

by devouring your Heaven Earth membrane!” 

“That’s right!” 

Tiandao laughed coldly, as if he was in control of the situation.”Chen Xiaobei! Do you think that you can 

use my clan’s heart origin ability as you please?” 



“This …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed. His originally calm emotions were now in turmoil. 

He did not expect that the heavenly axiom would do something to his shattered embryo membrane and 

leave it where it was for Chen Xiaobei to devour. 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei had unknowingly fallen into a deadly trap! 

The situation that was originally a sure win had suddenly changed. It could even be said to be a fatal 

crisis! 

“Master, is what that guy said true?” 

The great divine di Tianlin frowned and questioned, ” “I don’t see anything unusual about you. Could he 

be bluffing? You’re just saying that on purpose?” 

“I won’t!” 

“I was too careless!” Chen Xiaobei said. I should’ve thought of this earlier. How could the heavenly Dao 

leave such an important thing like the natural fetal membrane in its original place? He’s definitely doing 

this on purpose!” 

“Moreover, the heavenly Dao also knows my devouring special ability! He must know how to deal with 

me with this devouring ability! Therefore, everything he said at this moment was true! I’ve already been 

tricked!” 

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei was very calm, and his judgment of the situation was very accurate. 

“But then again, I had to devour the heaven Dao’s heaven and earth membrane to defeat Dark 

Destroyer Saint nichang! So, even if I realized that it was a trap, I would still take the risk! This is the end 

of my destiny! I can’t hide!” 

Chen Xiaobei said in a serious tone. 

The Dark Destroyer Phoenix was already in a dead end, and the heaven Dao’s heaven and earth 

membrane was the only way to break out of this situation. 

So, even if Chen Xiaobei had not been careless, he would have devoured the heavenly axiom’s embryo 

membrane and ended up in this situation. 

Therefore, there was no point in analyzing the past. 

How to solve the crisis that was about to erupt was the most important thing. 

“Chen Xiaobei! Aren’t you going to kneel down and surrender?” 

Tiandao narrowed his eyes and raised his chin, looking like a winner. 

He sneered,”I’m not afraid to tell you the truth!” I’ve planted a special curse in your body! As long as I 

want to, your mental energy will be completely exhausted! This is a method that our Yuan Sage Tribe 

specially uses to deal with those who try to steal the heaven Earth fetal membrane!” 



 this …  Chen Xiaobei’s brows were furrowed. He was extremely tense. 

It was obvious that the heaven Earth embryo membrane was the ultimate treasure of the sky burial 

Yuan sacred clan and the foundation of their strength. 

They would definitely have some protective measures to prevent outsiders from using the heaven Earth 

fetal membrane. 

This was enough to prove that the heavenly Dao was not lying! 

This way, the heavenly axiom would have full control over Chen Xiaobei’s life and death. 

The will of the heavens could drain Chen Xiaobei’s mental power with a single thought. At the very least, 

he would faint on the spot. At the very worst, his Saint Soul would be destroyed and his soul would die. 

“My patience is limited! If you kneel down and surrender now, I can still spare your life! Just like I said 

before, I’ll seal your soul in the body of a female dog and find a few hundred male dogs to accompany 

you!” 

Tiandao laughed arrogantly,”if you don’t kneel down and submit, I’ll directly kill you!” After that, I’ll drag 

out everyone you care about from your Saint Soul world and seal their souls in the bodies of maggots so 

that they can suffer eternal humiliation and torture in your place! Hahaha …” 

“You dare!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face twisted. 

The terrifying anger was like a billion volcanoes erupting at the same time. It brought with it an 

unparalleled and terrifying pressure that seemed to turn corporeal and shatter the entire space! 

There was no doubt that there were many people Chen Xiaobei cared about the most in the beixuan 

divine soul realm. 

Chen Xiaobei would not allow them to suffer even the slightest bit of harm, let alone eternal humiliation 

and torture! 

“Why wouldn’t I dare?” 

The heavenly Dao smiled disdainfully,”your life is in my hands!” Do you think I’m afraid of you? Kneel or 

not? One sentence!” 
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Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei was now in an unprecedented crisis. 

On one hand, it was his dignity and backbone. On the other hand, it was his close friends and brothers. 

No matter what he chose, Chen Xiaobei would go against his long-held belief. 

If his Dao heart was damaged, he would never be able to attain the divine path. That meant that no 

matter what kind of opportunity he encountered, Chen Xiaobei would never be able to reach the divine 

ancestor level. 
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Of course, the prerequisite was that Chen Xiaobei had to survive. If he died, Dao Xin would lose her 

meaning and there would be nothing else that would happen. 

It was obvious that no matter what Chen Xiaobei chose to do, the heavenly axiom would not let him go. 

Even if Chen Xiaobei was willing to let go of his dignity and pride, the heavenly axiom could still go back 

on its word and attack Chen Xiaobei’s close friends, Hong Yan and her brother! 

With Tiandao’s despicable character, Chen Xiaobei was sure that he would go back on his word. 

So, whether Chen Xiaobei was willing to sacrifice himself or not, the ending would be the same. 

“Master …” 

Seeing Chen Xiaobei’s dilemma, the great divine heavenly Kirin said, ” “You can’t sense the existence of 

the curse at all? If I can sense it, I might have a chance to remove it!” 

“Remove? Stop dreaming!” 

Before Chen Xiaobei could reply, Tiandao laughed coldly. 

“This curse of mine is a unique secret curse of our Yuan Divine Tribe, and its quality is at the highest 

level of the sacred ancestor level! No one could sense the existence of this curse except for the 

venerated forefather! Don’t even think about removing it!” 

 Supreme sacred ancestor level …  the great divine heavenly Kylin’s pupils shrank and his face was filled 

with despair. 

“Supreme sacred ancestor level?” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s face lit up with hope. It was as if he had found a chance to break out of this 

situation. 

“Chen Xiaobei! This is the last chance I am giving you! In three seconds, I want to see you kneel at my 

feet. Otherwise, I will kill you immediately!” 

Tiandao raised his chin and had the posture of a Victor. He was proud and smug, firmly in control of the 

overall situation. 

Hearing this, Hongsheng Ditian Qilin lost all hope. It lowered its head, as if it was mourning for Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Under such circumstances, the divine Emperor Qilin could not think of any way for Chen Xiaobei to 

escape. The heavenly axiom could take Chen Xiaobei down with a single thought. The divine Emperor 

Qilin’s mental power was on the verge of being depleted and he could faint at any moment! 

It was obvious that this was a dead end! 

But the next moment, Chen Xiaobei said something shocking, ” “Come on! Do it! Let me try your curse!” 

“What?” 



Tiandao’s face stiffened, and he shouted in anger, ” “Chen Xiaobei! Are you crazy? Haven’t you always 

valued friendship? Could it be that for the sake of your dignity and backbone, you’re willing to give up 

on your close friends and brothers?” 

What the heavenly axiom wanted to see was Chen Xiaobei kneeling at its feet like a stray dog, 

humiliated, and begging the heavenly axiom to let go of the people in the sacred soul world. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s performance was not what the heavenly axiom wanted! 

Chen Xiaobei even looked like he was not afraid of death, which made the heavenly axiom very, very 

unhappy! 

“So much nonsense! You didn’t make a move! I’m going to make my move!” 

Chen Xiaobei held the chaos Blood Sword in one hand and flew into the air like a Blood God, exuding a 

vast and terrifying pressure. 

His battle intent and hot blood instantly exploded! 

Tiandao and Hongsheng Tianlin looked at Chen Xiaobei in disbelief. They had never expected Chen 

Xiaobei to be so strong in the face of death! 

“Idiot! Do you think you can protect your dignity and backbone like this?” 

Tiandao roared in disdain, ” as long as I activate the curse, I can instantly exhaust your mental energy. 

However, I won’t kill you! I’ll destroy your cultivation and then humiliate and torture you in different 

ways every day! One day, I will make you kneel at my feet like a dog! Lowly and lowly! Wagging his tail 

and begging for mercy!” 

“Clang!!!” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei ignored the heavenly Dao’s roar. He raised his hand and the sword 

hummed. The sky changed color and the space trembled. The Blood Sword’s pressure descended again. 

In an instant, Tiandao, Hongsheng ditianlin, and xuandu’s divine ancestor were all shocked and their 

hearts were trembling. 

The three of them could clearly feel that Chen Xiaobei and the chaos Blood sword’s power had increased 

dramatically. It was terrifying. 

“Hiss …” 

Tiandao instantly sucked in a breath of cold air and did not dare to say another word of nonsense. 

“Go to hell!” 

With a hysterical roar, Tiandao activated the curse in Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

“Chi …” 

The next moment, a beam of light shot out from Tiandao’s forehead and into Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

Then, a special symbol that represented the heart special ability appeared on Chen Xiaobei’s Saint Soul. 



“Hahaha! It’s a success!” 

Tiandao instantly laughed out in excitement.”The curse has been activated. Your spiritual power will be 

cleared in one second. Victory is mine! Hahaha …” 

“Woof!” 

However, just as Tiandao was laughing, the chaos Blood Sword was already coming down on his head. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei’s condition did not change at all. 

There was no sign of Chen Xiaobei’s mental power being exhausted. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Tiandao was completely dumbfounded when he saw this.   my curse was clearly activated. Why is it not 

working?!  Why? Why is that so?” 

At the same time, the great divine heavenly unicorn and the xuandu Saint ancestor were also surprised. 

No matter how hard he thought about it, he could not understand why the Supreme divine ancestor 

level curse of the yuan Sage Race had no effect on Chen Xiaobei. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!” 

Seeing that Chen Xiaobei was about to crush him with his sword, Tiandao quickly threw out two sets of 

Ice Dome Sage Dao talismans and two dark Saint Devourer talismans. 

The four runes released a vast amount of power and surrounded Chen Xiaobei from all four directions. 

The speed of these four talismans was far faster than Chen Xiaobei’s own speed. 

So, Chen Xiaobei could not avoid it. He could only slow down and raise his sword to block. 

This finally gave the heavenly Dao a chance of survival. 

“Could it be that the curse wasn’t fully activated? I’ll try again!” 

Tiandao calmed himself down and continued to activate his spirituality, trying to activate the curse in 

Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

However, the heavenly axiom failed to affect Chen Xiaobei even after several attempts. 

“Don’t waste your energy!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “The quality of your curse is at the Supreme holy ancestor level! And the quality of 

my Saint Soul is Supreme!” 
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4499 The final trump card! 

“What? Supreme?” 
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For a moment, not only the heavenly Dao, but even the xuandu divine ancestor and the great divine 

heavenly Kylin were shocked. They had never heard of such a level. 

One had to know that before the ancestor of all DAOs ended his life, he had erased all the information 

and memories related to him in this world. 

In other words, in everyone’s eyes, the Supreme divine ancestor was the highest level. 

This was the first time they had heard that there was a superior-less level above the highest level! 

That’s impossible …” 

Everyone’s first reaction was naturally disbelief. 

However, the truth was right in front of their eyes. 

Chen Xiaobei, who had been cursed by the yuan Divine Tribe, was not affected at all after the curse was 

activated. 

Facts speak louder than words! 

This was enough to prove that the quality of Chen Xiaobei’s Saint Soul was indeed higher than the curse! 

And the quality of this curse was at the level of a Supreme holy ancestor! 

If Chen Xiaobei’s Saint Soul exceeded this level, it would be Supreme! 

“Myriad DAOs, chaotic great void!” 

Once again, Chen Xiaobei activated the chaos Blood sword’s special ability and sealed all the ice Dome 

talismans and dark Saint Devourer talismans that were coming at him. 

Although this action was simple, it required the mental power of a two-star divine ancestor. 

This once again proved that the curse of the heavenly Dao had no effect on Chen Xiaobei’s mental 

power. 

It had once again confirmed the Supreme existence! 

“This … How can this be true? How could there be an existence above the Supreme divine ancestor in 

this world? This is impossible …” 

Tiandao’s jaw dropped, and he looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he had just seen a ghost. 

At the same time, it wasn’t just the heavenly Dao. The great divine heavenly Kirin and the xuandu divine 

ancestor were also shocked. 

The scene in front of them completely subverted their understanding. Their three views were 

completely shattered, and they even began to deeply doubt their lives. 

They would never understand how Chen Xiaobei’s Saint Soul could reach such a high level! 

Only Chen Xiaobei knew that this was the result of devouring the statue of the ancestor of all DAOs. 



Even though the statue was only made of a three-star divine ancestor, and Chen Xiaobei had only 

devoured one-ninth of it, the statue still contained the original power of the ancestor of all DAOs, as 

well as a seal of the divine soul. 

Although the power and the mark were only very, very minute traces, their quality was genuine 

Supreme grade! 

After devouring and digesting it, Chen Xiaobei’s Saint Soul had completely transformed! 

First, his Saint Soul had been upgraded to two-star divine ancestor level. This was the reason why Chen 

Xiaobei was able to activate the two-star divine ancestor level heart origin ability! 

After that, the quality of his Saint Soul soared to the peak! It directly reached the level of no superior! 

That was why the heavenly Curse did not affect Chen Xiaobei at all! 

“The heavenly Dao! It’s time to put an end to this!” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei raised his sword and attacked again, aiming at Tiandao. 

“Hiss …” 

Tiandao sucked in a breath of cold air, his heart instantly tightening. 

At this moment, Tiandao could clearly sense that death was approaching him, and he did not dare to 

hold back in the slightest. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Buzz … Buzz! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

Tiandao took out the storage spaces of Ice Dome, black demon, and xuandu’s three divine ancestors and 

threw out everything that could cause damage as if they were free. 

It had to be said that the three divine ancestors were indeed rich, especially the xuandu and black 

demon divine ancestors, who had a lot of useful things in their storage spaces. 

All of a sudden, all kinds of magical treasures, talismans, formations, talismans, poisonous miasma … 

Covered the sky and the earth, densely packed together, and shrouded Chen Xiaobei. 

“It’s … It’s terrifying …” 

Seeing this, even the great divine heavenly Kirin couldn’t help but gasp and feel his scalp go numb. 

One had to know that the items thrown out by the heavenly Dao were not low-grade items. 

Furthermore, they were all very powerful. Even if one of them were to be attacked by any one of them, 

it was possible to defeat a one-or two-star divine ancestor. 

At the very least, the great sage di Tianlin was certain that he would die in such a situation. 

“Myriad DAOs, chaotic great void!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s expression was as calm as ever. 

No matter how strong he was, Chen Xiaobei only needed one move and he would be able to deal with 

all the changes! 



“Whoosh …” 

In an instant, all the attacks were swallowed into the chaotic void and completely sealed up. Not even a 

single hair on Chen Xiaobei was hurt. 

“Don’t put up any unnecessary resistance! Today, you will not be able to escape from my grasp!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked down at the wielder of the will. He was holding the chaos Blood Sword and wearing 

the ten thousand DAOs Holy Emperor armor. 

There was no doubt that Chen Xiaobei had everything under his control, including the life of the 

heavenly axiom! 

 infinite clones!!!  

However, at the same time, the heavenly Dao did not have any intention of giving up. 

Furthermore, he was still working hard and preparing to use his strongest trump card! 

With a battle cry, the strange golden pattern between Tiandao’s brows suddenly glowed with brilliant 

light. 

In an instant, golden light filled the air, and the color of the space changed. 

In the blink of an eye, tens of thousands of heavenly Dao clones appeared. 

He had used this special ability before, and it looked like brother monkey had blown out thousands of 

clones with his fur. 

However, the heavenly Dao’s special ability was obviously countless times more powerful than that of 

Monkey King. 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

Immediately after, the thousands of clones of the heavenly Dao continued to split. The thousands 

turned into billions, and billions turned into trillions. They almost enveloped the entire space. 

“Hmph, I already said that you’re just wasting your energy!” 

Chen Xiaobei swung his sword forward, ready to devour all of the clones. 

“Clang!!!” 

In order to buy time for himself, Tiandao even took out his extremely fierce divine saber and burned all 

the energy in the saber to stimulate an extremely terrifying power of a late-stage two-star divine 

ancestor! 

The power was so terrifying that the shockwave alone had forced Chen Xiaobei back tens of thousands 

of meters! 

 master, save me!!!  

At the same time, the great divine heavenly Kirin was also greatly affected. 



Its spiritual power was on the verge of being exhausted. In this situation, if it fell unconscious, it was 

very likely that it would be killed by the power of the extreme scorching Saint blade. 

“Myriad DAOs, chaotic great void!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not change anything. He swallowed and sealed the terrifying power around him. Even 

The Blade Itself was swallowed and swallowed into the chaotic Taixu. 

The entire process was a close one but to protect the heavenly Divine guardian spirit, Chen Xiaobei 

retreated to the heavenly Guardian Spirit’s side when he attacked. 

This way, the heavenly Dao would have gained enough time. 

“This is bad!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei looked at the wielder of the will again. His brows furrowed and his expression 

became extremely serious. 
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4500 On what basis? 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

At that moment, Tiandao’s trillion clones had gathered into a huge battle formation. 

There was no mistake! 

It was the Super Battle formation that was said to be invincible in theory! 

Xuanyuan Saint-destroying formation! 

The principle of this formation was to sacrifice the Saint Soul of a Saint Emperor and give its power to 

the person at the core of the formation, thus greatly increasing the power of the pseudo realm! 

Obviously, if the heavenly axiom wanted to defeat Chen Xiaobei, it would need at least a three-star 

divine ancestor level super king Bomb! 

The Xuanyuan Saint-exterminating formation was the Zhangwang explosion! 

In theory, as long as a sufficient number of Saint souls were sacrificed and their levels were high enough, 

the person at the core of the formation could increase his pseudo realm without limit! 

“Tiandao is really a genius! Moreover, there’s really a great opportunity and great destiny accompanying 

him!” 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but sigh. 

“This Xuanyuan Holy extermination formation has already been modified by the heavenly Dao!” After 

the transformation, there’s no need to offer a sacred soul, only a heavenly Dao clone will be needed!” 

“The clone of the heavenly Dao is an existence born from the burning of spiritual energy! Tian Dao is 

also a member of the yuan Divine Tribe, so his mind power is almost infinite within his level!” 
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“In other words, he’s sacrificing Zhaoyi’s clone, which is equivalent to sacrificing the Saint Soul of a five 

star divine Emperor! It can almost allow the person at the core of the array to step into the pseudo 

realm of a two-star divine ancestor!” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was very calm and very smart. In just a moment, he had seen through the 

mystery behind Zhang Wang’s explosion. 

“But this is far from enough …” 

“Even if he can produce a two-star divine ancestor, he’s no match for you, master!” The great divine 

heavenly Kylin said in a deep voice. 

“Just wait and see! It’s not that simple!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed, and he was on high alert. 

“Whoosh …” 

As expected, before Chen Xiaobei could finish his sentence, there was a new movement from the 

heavenly Dao. 

With a burst of profound and extraordinary energy fluctuations, Tiandao began to burn his own lifespan, 

causing his pseudo realm to soar rapidly. 

A six star divine Emperor! Seven Star divine Emperor! Eight star divine Emperor! Nine Star divine 

Emperor! 

Peak divine Emperor! 

In just a moment, the heavenly Dao had burned countless years of its lifespan to forcefully raise its 

pseudo realm to peak Saint Emperor! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

At the same time, the trillions of clones in the surroundings also completely replicated the changes in 

the heavenly Dao! 

In other words, the ones forming the formation were equivalent to a trillion peak divine emperors! 

If they were all sacrificed, the effect would be a trillion times more than the original! 

“What a powerful ability!” 

The great sage di Tianlin was shocked, ” “I didn’t expect this guy to be able to raise the pseudo realm of 

his trillion clones! This ability was simply too overbearing! This way, the people at the core array eye can 

almost step into the false realm of a late-stage two-star divine ancestor!” 

“Yup …” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded, his eyes as cold as ice. 



He said in a deep voice,”the heavenly Dao is going to fight me to the death!” If I’m not mistaken, he has 

already burned up all the lifespan he has accumulated in the past. He might not even have a hundred 

years left!” 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei and the heavenly axiom were going to have a final showdown today. 

Both sides would no longer hold back. 

Especially now that the heavenly Dao was at a disadvantage, they had to go all out to defeat Chen 

Xiaobei. 

“But this is still not enough …” 

“Anyone below the three-star divine ancestor is no match for you!” The great divine heavenly Kylin 

frowned. No matter how hard he tries, it’s just a waste of energy!” 

“No! Have you forgotten about the Holy ancestor of xuandu?” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ”  as long as the xuandu divine ancestor becomes the core of the array, his cultivation 

base will be very high. After receiving the power boost, he might be able to touch the threshold of the 

three-star divine ancestor!  

“Swish!” 

As expected, before Chen Xiaobei could finish his sentence, the heavenly axiom had already sent the 

xuandu divine ancestor to the core of the formation. 

“Whoosh …” 

Immediately after, the trillion clones began to sacrifice themselves at an extremely fast speed, withering 

and disappearing! 

Xuandu’s divine ancestor’s pseudo realm had begun to improve greatly on the foundation of his two-

star divine ancestor middle stage! 

“BOOM!” 

With a burst of terrifying Saint Origin Energy fluctuations, the surrounding time and space were 

distorted by the impact. The laws were shattered and the void was turned into dust. It was as if 

everything was going to disappear. 

There was no mistake! 

At this moment, xuandu’s divine ancestor had officially stepped into the pseudo realm of the three-star 

divine ancestor! 

 Oh my God … This is too terrifying …  

The great divine heavenly Kirin let out a trembling cry as its body was sent flying by the impact. Its state 

of mind was also under immense pressure. 

“Uh …” 



The great divine heavenly Qilin had already exhausted his mind power, so he fell unconscious. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei held the chaos Blood Sword in front of him, barely blocking the terrifying impact that 

crushed everything. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei put the great divine heavenly Kirin into the beixuan divine soul macro world. 

From this small action, it could be seen that the real life and death duel had officially begun! 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei no longer had the confidence to win. He could no longer divert his 

attention to protecting the great divine heavenly Kirin! 

“Chen Xiaobei! Come on! Our final battle has officially begun!” 

Tiandao’s expression was deranged, and he was as excited as if he had been injected with chicken 

blood.”I really didn’t expect that I would be forced into such a desperate situation by you! In order to 

deal with you, I only kept one year of my life! This battle! Either you die or I die!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ”  I also didn’t expect that you could actually burst out with such a counterattack 

momentum in such a desperate situation!  

After Chen Xiaobei took out the new chaos Blood Sword, the heavenly axiom was at a complete 

disadvantage. 

If it was anyone else, they would have died under Chen Xiaobei’s sword without a chance to fight back. 

However, the heavenly Dao relied on its own wisdom! Foundation! Luck! He had completed a powerful 

counterattack! 

His wisdom was to modify the Xuanyuan Saint-exterminating formation! 

His Foundation was his uncountable lifespan! 

His luck was to control the xuandu divine ancestor! 

Without any of these three elements, the heavenly Dao would have no chance of reversing! 

In fact, the heavenly Dao had never lacked opportunities and luck in his life. 

It could even be said that before entering the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield, Chen Xiaobei had all the 

heavenly axiom that he had. Whatever Chen Xiaobei did not have, the heavenly axiom still had. 

From this perspective, the heavenly Dao was even the legendary heaven’s chosen one! 

“You’re indeed very powerful, but it’s a pity that your opponent is me!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s dark eyes were burning with battle intent. Overbearing! He was supercilious! 

 arrogant!!!  

Tiandao roared in disdain, ” I already have the three stars divine ancestor level Wang bomb in my hands. 

What right do you have to fight me?!  On what basis!” 


